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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES 
One field of study within the large field of Geography is  the 
economy of a given region. In this case the area was narrowed down 
to one particular city in east-central I l l inois--Paris, I l linoi s .  
The next step after choosing the city ,  which is  interesting because 
of its high amount of industry in comparison to its size, was to 
conduct an economic base study of the city. To investigate the 
economy one must analyze a l l  the money producing activities of the 
town. 
This thesis on the economic base of Paris is an attempt to 
find out the effects of the economic activities of Paris and to 
analyze future trends for Paris. To do this certain ques tions arise, 
such as : What effect does industry have on Paris, I l l inoi s ,  and 
the surrounding region? What is the empl oyment structure of the 
city? How do the transportation lines affect the economy? What 
effect does the relative l ocation of Paris to several l arge cities 
and the corn be lt  play on the economy? Does the large group of 
semi -skil led labor and women affect the type of industries that come 
to Paris? Do favorable low taxes and real estate costs pul l  
subsidiary plants from l arge cities for assemblage purposes? 
What effect does Paris acting as the county seat of Edgar· County, 
I l l inois, have on the economy of the city? In genera l ,  how do the 
people of Paris make a living? These are the questions whose answers 
will  be sought in the pages to follow .  
l ·· 
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Since the author is  an employee of the Paris School B oard 
and since he is a geographer, interest arose in the city and its 
economy and a desire to answer the above questions came about. 
The main approach to answers to the questions was by personal 
interviews with owners or managers of the major industries, station­
masters at the railroad stations, managers of the utility companies , 
manager of the hospita l ,  and several top j ob holders in the District 
Highway Office. Other material was col lected from the public 
library, the chamber of commerce, the tax accessor's record s ,  
several offices i n  the Edgar County Court House, and by asking 
citizens and laborers of Paris for information. Many books and 
pamphlets were also pursued. Through the above methods data 
were collected for use in analyzing the economic base of Paris. 
To aid the reader gain a better knowledge of the industries 
of Paris presented in this paper, the author is presenting 
photographs of the major industrial plants. Maps of Paris and 
its relative l ocation are presented. Many charts and tables are 
used to analyze the material. 
CHAPTER II 
MANUFACTURING THAT PROVIDES THE BASIC 
ECONOMY OF PARIS, ILLINOIS 
Manufacturing is extremely important to the basic economy 
of many towns .  The basic economy i s  gained by money being b rought 
into a town from outs ide sources,  such as basic manufacturing or 
trade. The money brought into Paris comes from the goods produced 
in the town or from the services provided within the town. In order 
for a town to grow it must sell  its basic goods and services .  These 
goods, which furnish the "plus dollars" of Paris , can be brought in 
by industrial firms s e l l ing outside the Paris area. Pari s ,  I l l i nois,  
and the Chamber of Commerce, have actively enticed several industrial 
firms to estab l ish in the Paris area over the past 70 years. The 
extra available jobs brought people to Paris and increased the 
population from 5 , 000 in 1890 to almost 1 0 , 000 in 1966 and the 
number of jobs in manufacturing increased from less than a hundred 
to almost 2 , 500. 
The terms "city bui lders" and "city fil lers" will  appear 
throughout this paper. l A "city builder" produces a product to 
be sold outside the Paris market area and thus brings in outside 
dol lars to the community. As the non-local market is served, 
1 The terms "city builders" and " c i ty f i l lers" carry the same 
terminology as the terms "basic" and "non-basic" manufacturers used 
by John W. Alexander in many of his pub l ications. The terms have 
been used with success by both Mr. Alexander o f  the University of 
Wisconsin and Dr. Dalias A. Price of Eastern I l linois University. 
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money is b rought into the Paris community for the purposes of 
building , expansion, city taxes ,  and payroll and is  the basis of the 
economic base. If it  were not for the city bui lders the city would 
not have any noticeab le amount of money coming into the city and 
its economy would be based only on the city f i l lers. The city 
bui lders comprise Paris's basic support . By contras t ,  the city fil lers , 
such as neighborhood grocery stores or drug stores, are secondary 
activities dependent upon funds brought in by the city builders. 
This group just keeps the money circulating around in the city and 
if the city builders left ,  the city f i l lers would be adversely 
affected and diminish in number. 
The city's total labor force at the present time cons ists of  
2 , 61 2  males and 1 , 300 females for a total o f  3 , 91 2 .  ( F i g .  2 - 1 )  
Of this number only 281 are unemployed, leaving 3 , 63 1  jobs being 
fil led in Paris. Of these 3 , 63 1  job s ,  2, 360 are f i l led by the top 
ten city builders with another 91 jobs being provided by the six 
city builder manufacturing firms with less than fifty people 
employed . Approximately 1,200 people are employed by the city 
fillers or about one out of every three jobs are filled by the 
city f i l lers. l (Fig. 2-2) This is  unusual as most towns of 
Paris's size have more city f i l ler than city bui lders job s .  
The city bui lders bring i n  money from outside the Paris area 
and can be placed into the three fo l lowing groups according to 
the number employed : ( a )  the " Top Six", each of which provide 
175 or more basic jobs; (b) the four medium- sized companies that 
lthe total labor force of Paris is  65 percent city bui lders and 
35 per cent city fillers. 
Fig. 2-1 
Total 
(3, 912) 
Men� 
(2,612) 
Wome n 
(1,300) 
0 1 
(In thousands) 
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PARIS LABOR FORCE 
2 3 4 
PARIS LABOR FORCE DIS TRIBUTIO N 
Fig. 2 -2 
Total 
(3, 912) 
City 
Builders 
(2, 451) 
City 
:e'1llers 
{l,200) 
Unemploye d 
( �81 ) 
0 l 
(In thousands) 
2 3 4 
Source-Field work and F.dgar County Courthouse Records 
5 
5 
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hire from 75 to 175 employees; and (c) the six small companies 
which employee less than 75 peop le.  Most of the above 16 companies 
wil l  be analyzed in terms of the number of jobs provided , type of 
hauling used for raw materials and finished product s ,  seasonal 
dis tribution of sales and work, market area of the companies 
finished products , type of company, type of products made and causes 
for the development of these companies in Paris, Illinois.  Also 
analyz�d will be the reason for these companies locating in Paris, 
and prospects for its future support of the city by expansion. 
From these facts a summary wi l l  be constructed. l 
In the early years , several city builders helped Paris become 
an industrial community. At the turn of the century the names of the 
city builder types of manufacturers would have read as fol lows: 
The McGuire Cummings Car Company 
The Merkle-Wiley Broom Factory2 
Paris Glove and Mitten Manufacturing Company 
J. L. Robertson Machining Company 
Reese Foundry 
U. O. Colson Company3 
Bridgman Cigar Company4 
Kidder Corn Mill ing Company5 
Foley Carriage Works 
lThe major questions asked in personal interviews with the 
offic ials o f  the top ten city builders are presented as Appendix A 
at the back of this thesis.  Other material used in this chapter 
was gained by talking to worke rs , their fami l ies , or from pamphlets 
supplied by the companies. 
2At one time the Merkle-Wiley Broom Factory produced more brooms 
than any other broom factory in the world and stimulated widespread 
planting of broomcorn in the Paris vicinity. 
· 3The U. O. Colson Company is  the only company of the 1800' s 
s t i l l  operating today. 
4The tobacco warehouses are used for corn storage now. 
5The Kidder M i l l  b urned down about 1 9 30 and the I l linois Cereal 
Mills was estab lished on the old s i te .  
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Most of the above industries d isappeared when the goods they 
produced became obsolete or outdated. If they were not ab le to 
change with the times and make newer ·improved product s ,  they closed 
down. The depression took its to l l  of some and one company was lost 
by fire. New companies have moved into Paris over the past 70 years 
and have improved or changed their products from time to time 
enab ling them to s ti l l  be operating today. The fol lowing is a list  
of these companies and their employees. 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN THE CITY B UILDER GROUP , 1966 
Group A--Bastian-Blessing Company. . . . . . . . 200 
Central Electronics. . . . . . . . . . . 8 SO 
u. o. Colson Company. . . . . . . . . . 210  
I l l inois Cereal Mi l l .  . . . . . . . . . 260 
Midwest Body Manufacturing Company. 300 
Stewart Hog Ring. . . . . . . . . . . . 17S 
Sub- total of the above six. . . 
Group B - -Goding Shoe Company • • • • • • • • • • •  80 
Lusterlite Incorporated • • • • • • • • •  80 
Meco , Incorporated • • • • • • • • •  
Windbreaker-Danvi l le Company • • • •  
Sub - total o f  the above four • 
Group C--Foley Lumber Company! • • • •  
Butler Specialties • • • • •  
Paris Manufacturing Company • 
Litteral Lite Company • 
H. K. Piper Company. 
Erdmann Peiper Company. 
Subtotal of the above six • •  
120 
8S 
30 
2S 
15 
8 
7 
6 
. 199S 
• 36S 
• . 9 1  
Total o f  a l l  three groups. • • •  2 , 4Sl 
A. The Top Six 
A l i ttle over 82 per cent of Paris ' s  city builders employment is 
accounted for by the six largest manufacturers, which hire a combined 
total of 2 , 000 people. Of these 2 , 000 emp loyees ,  there is  almost a 
SO-SO ratio between the men and women employees , al though five of the 
lFoley ' s  cuts hardwood floors , most of which are shipped to 
schoo l s .  
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six companies hire more men than women. The difference is  made up by 
the Zenith Radio Corporation which hires approximately 765 women, 90 
per cent of the companies total employment, thus bringing the totals of 
both groups close to 1 , 000 employees each. 
The top six manufacturing firms are : Stewart Hog Ring, 
U. O .  Colson, Central Electronics (Zenith Radio Corporation) , 
I l l inois Cereal Mills,  Bastian B lessing, and Midwest Body Manufacturing 
Company. Fol lowing is a short history of each o f  these top six 
companies. 
Stewart Hog Ring, employes 175 people in the manufacturing of 
hog ring s , l dish washer racks , heater guards,  and several other types 
of wire product s .  Of the 1 7 5  people hired, a l l  but a few working in 
the office are men. Some of the companies sales are in the Midwe s t ,  
such a s  the hog rings, but most o f  the wire products move to eastern 
assembly plants. The main buyer is the Hobart Dish Washing Machine 
Company of Louisvi l l e ,  Kentucky, which buys wire racks . However,  
some wire products are shipped a l l  over the United States. 
The history of Stewart Hog Ring is significant because it 
gives insight to an organization that has been able to grow and 
keep pace with the times. In 1915,  a man named Stewart ,  who l ived 
on a farm near Paris , began making a nose ring for his hogs to 
keep them from rooting too much. The ring proved successful and 
some of his neighbors noticing the ring, asked Mr. Stewart to 
make rings of the same nature for their hogs. 
lHog rings are circular p ieces of wire c lamped into the nose of 
a hog . If  the hog tries to root in the ground too much, his nose 
becomes sore, as the ring rubs , and he soon quits. 
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Mr. Stewart saw a chance for profit and secured a patent on the 
hog ring and started making the rings on a large scale. He built a 
sma l l  factory and then expanded to meet the rising demands for his 
goods. The product did so wel l  that he borrowed more money for 
expansion and new equipment. Unlucki ly,  he died before any profit could 
be realized and the company, deep in debt ,  was shut down in 1921 and 
everything l iquidated at $ . 12 on the dollar. His sons wanted to put the 
factory back in running condition and convinced the bank that the 
idle buildings would never get the bank ' s  money back. They were 
wi l l ing to put the company back on its feet and pay off the debts 
if the bank would give them another loan to improve the plant and 
buy more equipment. The bank agreed and new machines were brought 
in from Bridgeport, Connecticut. By 1937 the debts were paid off 
and a new factory of 40, 000 square feet was built. (Fig. 2 - 3) 
Steward Hog Ring might be called a "home-grown" industry. l 
Stewart Hog Ring became the largest producer of hog rings in 
the United States. The company now produces ten per cent of the 
total United States production which makes Stewart Hog Ring the 
largest producer anywhere. The company produces between one and 
two mi l l i on rings annual ly . 2 
lco�panies of Paris started by men who l ived in Paris and saw 
a need for a product, s o  they started the company and with initiative 
and hard work made the company a thriving city builder. 
2The material on the Stewart Hog Ring Company was gained in an 
interview with Mr. J .  O .  Stewart , owner ,  on March 22, 1966. 
I I 
t 
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' 
Fig. 2-3--0ne of the three present buildings being use d 
by the Stewart Hog Ring Company in the production 
of wire products. I t  is locate d beside the New 
York Central Railroad. 
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The owners , J .  O .  Stewart and his b rother saw that the company 
would heed to branch out into new products .  The demand for hog rings 
was usually seasonal .  This left the men without work part of the year. 
The present bui ldings were expanded and production was increased by 
adding newer and better machines . Production was increased by 
40 per cent in May , 1966 with the construction of a new building. 
Now the men have stable empl oyment . 
The company does its  own electric-plating using a viny l coating 
put on by a German process called Fl uidized-Bed Process.  The company 
also does its own tooling, dying, and spot welding. J. o. and his 
brother bui l t  the first machine to both weld and fabricate in the 
same operation. 
Raw material s ,  mainly wire, are brought in from Chicago and 
Ohio and are used at the rate of 1.4 carl oads a day. This makes up 
about 33 per cent of the sales price. Original ly, a l l  the wire was 
brought in by common carrier. Many times the common carriers would go 
on strike or leave the wire unprotected in bad weather conditions , 
ruining the wire. J. O .  b ought several trucks for the company to 
insure against strike s ,  ruined wire, and to insure meeting del ivery dates. 
The company is still  expanding to try and meet its customers demands. 
The U.  O. Colson Company employees 210 employees ,  mainly men, 
and represents 11 per cent of the city builder empl oyees , to 
manufacture advertising specialties. Many salesmen a l l  over the 
United States and the free world are hired to se l l  the fini shed products .  
The material i s  printed i n  twelve different languages ,  sold in 23 
foreign countries and a l l  fifty states of the United States. The 
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other items produced include advertising fans , l calendars , 2 books 
pamphlets , and nove lties3. 
The plant was established in 1893 and had its beginning in a 
dimly lighted, eight by ten, room with a single, foot powered 
printing press .  The man who started the company was Usher O .  Colson 
who entered the advertising business after printing his own 
advertisements for his restaurant. Other store owners desired 
advertisements, so he ran the advertisements off at night and sold 
them the following day. By 1926 he had built a new building which 
was the real beginning of his factory. (Fig. 2- 4)  
When World War I I  came in 1941, more space was added to the 
factory and the products then �roduced were parachutes,  knap sacks, 
and leggings for the soldiers. After the war was over the war 
supplies were dropped and the company made ladies living- form bras. 
After the b ras the company started producing the advertising materials 
again. 
The plant is family owned and the current president is U. Ray 
Colson. The payroll has risen until it is currently over one 
million dollars per year. The company keeps the employees happy 
with recreation activities such as fish fries, bowling teams, Christmas 
parties ,  and fishing contests. Worker incentive is provided because 
stock is given as a b onus for good work by employees. 
lThe U. O. Colson Company leads the world in the production 
of advertising fans. 
Zcalendars are the main item produced by the company at the 
present time. 
3The material on the U. O .  Colson Company was gained by inter­
views with Miss Suzanne Brown, March 15, 1 965, and with the 
Personnel Manager, Mr. George Kile on February 12, 1965. 
-13-
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Fig. 2 -4�-This is the Present day building used by the U. 
o. Colson Company. The company makes advertising 
specialties. 
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All the raw materials, mainly paper and ink, come from outside 
the Paris area and very little of the finished advertising materials 
are sold in Paris. Expansion of the amount produced was made in 
1965 in  the form of ins talling new and faster machinery. The 
U. O. Colson Company has shown that i t  can keep up with the t imes 
and i t  keeps growing in s i ze .  
Central Electronic s ,  better known as Zenith Radio Corporation, 
is the biggest empl oyer of the Paris area with a total work force 
of 850 empl oyees year round and over 900 in  the summer. This makes 
up 40 per cent of the c i ty builder j obs in the Paris area. The 
plant hires women to assemble television chas i s ,  radio component�, and 
record players. Women make up 90 per cent of the lab or force. 
Central Electronics of Paris i s  what might be termed a 
"daughter" plant and acts as Mothers' little helper to the 
"mother" plant, Zenith Rad i o  Corporation located in Chicago. 1 
The "mother" plant does the making of the very intricate parts 
requiring skilled labor and then sends the parts out to her less 
experienced daughters t o  be assembled. The final product is then 
shipped back to Chicago for final inspection, assemblage, and 
dis tribution. 
1The terms "mother" and "daughter" plants are terms coined 
by the author. The " mother" plant i s  the head office which acts 
as an actual mother would in watching the work done by the smaller 
"daughter" plants which do the j ob of assembling. The "daughter" 
plants assemble the parts and ship them back to "mother" for any 
add itional skilled work, inspection, and d istribution.  
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The other daughter plants besides Paris' s Central Electronics 
include: Winebarger Corporation, Sioux City, Iowa; the Rauland 
Corporation, Niles, Illinois; Zenith Hearing Aid Sales Corporation,  
Chicago, Illinois; Zenith Radio Distributing Corporation, Chicago, 
Illinois; Zenith Radio Corporation of New York, New York; Zenith 
Radio Corporation, Stanmore, Engl and; Zenith Radio Corporation of 
Canada, Toronto and Ontario, Canada; and Zenith Radio Research 
Corporation, Menlo Park, California. (Fig. 2-5 ) Most of the plants 
are located in large cities or their suburb s .  Paris is an exception 
to this as Paris is located 165 miles from Chicago. Discussion of 
Paris being selected as a location of a daughter plant follows. 
After the small intricate parts are made in the Chicago area, 
they are shipped by truck to the daughter plant in Paris. Paris 
was selected because it was within one day' s drive of Chicago , 
thus eliminating an overnight stop by the truck drivers. l Also, 
the cost of production in Paris is  much lower than cities of 
comparab le size around the industrial north. Production costs are 
lower because o f  cheap labor, cheap real estate, cheap building 
costs,  low taxes, and cheap utilities. 2 The Chamber of Commerce 
helped Zenith find suitable land and the city appropriated money 
to install adequate sewer lines , but the company didn't use the money. 3 
lThe distance from Paris, I l linois, to Chicago , Illinois, is 
165 miles which is  within one day ' s  trucking distance . 
2The material on Zenith Radio Corporation was gained by inter­
view with Mr. Fred Gerkin, Personnel Manager ,  on February 1 1 ,  1965. 
3The material in this thesis concerning incentives by the 
town and work by the Chamber of Commerce was obtained by interview 
with the head of the Chamber o f  Commerce, Mrs. Exia Haeske , on 
July 1 1 ,  1966. 
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The main reason for Zenith settling in Paris is because i t  is a 
"Parasite Industry11•1 This is an industry that hires unemployed, 
semi-skilled women living in a town without jobs because their 
husbands work there and do not wish to work elsewhere. The women 
are willing to work at low paying , non-union jobs to supplement the 
family income and provide the extra clothes, entertainment or 
vacation which would have been unob tainable on the husband's salary. 
To illustrate, 90 per cent of the Zenith employees are women. The 
85 men mainly act as supervisors or are high school dropouts who do 
the heavy lifting at the ends of the assembly lines and do the 
loading and unloading o f  the trucks. In addition, women are 
favored as employees because they are better suited for this type of 
job which requires small, quick, nimble hands and the patience to 
sit for many hours assembling and gossiping. 
After the chasis of the Zenith ins truments are assembled 
they are sent back to Chicago by truck. At the mother plant any 
further assembling necessary is do�e and distribution of the 
product takes place. The market area includes the United States and 
some foreign countries .  
The Zenith plant first came to Paris i n  1960 as a pilot 
plant or test plant and hired twenty women to assemble radios .  
The test plant proved successful so Zenith built a new modern 
plant (Fig. 2-6) later that year and now hires 850 people . The 
Zenith payroll and bonus money now totals over 2� million dollars 
lThe term "Parasite Industry" was often used by Dr. Dalias 
A. Price in the course, Geography o f  Illinois , offered at Eastern 
Illinois University and it is from him that the author adopted 
the term for use in this thesis.  
Fig. 
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2-6--The modern Central Electronics Plant(Zenith 
Radio Corporation) built in Paris in 1960. 
Assemblage of radio componets, record players, 
and television sets takes place here. 
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a year or about 14 per cent of the city ' s  payroll. This gives the 
town a large economic boost. The plant is  located on thirty acres 
of ground with 95, 000 square feet of floor space. In the near future 
there will be a new building built and an increase in the labor force 
and production capacity made. 
Many extra activities are provided for the employees , such as 
bowling, basketball, activities club, going to the ice capades 
together,  picnics, dances ,  and a profit sharing plan. Zenith is 
still growing and adding to the economic base of Paris. 
The Illinois Cereal Mills, Incorporated, employees 260 people 
in the manufacturing o f  corn products. The plant was located in 
Paris to take advantage of the large amounts of corn grown in the 
Paris area. l All the corn is of the yellow corn type which is 
ground to different sizes and made to suit the customers' demands. 
The Cereal Mills main products, by-products,  and buyers are: 
Flaking grits,  which is corn with the hull removed and the kernel 
broken into two or three pieces for use by the Corn Flake Manufacturers. 
Brewer' s grits, which has the kernel broken into many small pieces , 
are shipped to the breweries. Granulated Meal i s  for the corn 
Curl Manufacturers , Bakery Supply Companies , Muffin Mix Manufacturers , 
and Corn Mix Manufacturers . Cones, 2 which is  granulated corn a 
little coarser than flour, is used by B reakfast Cereal Manufacturers, 
Hand Soap Manufacturers , and Vitamin Manufacturers. Corn Flour-
food is  sent to Pancake Mix Manufacturers , Baby Food Manufacturers, 
lParis is located in the Corn Belt of the United States. (Fig. 2-7) 
2The name "cones" came about because the coarse flour was 
used in the making of ice cream cones. Today it is  used in the 
making of Kix Cereal. 
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Cookie and Biscuit Manufacturers , Breading and Batter Mix Manufacturers , 
and Sausage Binder Manufacturers.  Corn f l our can be used by 
industrial concerns such as the Charcoal Briquette Manufacturers,  
Dynamite Manufacturers and insulation b oard Manufacturers. 
Brewer's Flakes are made for breweries without cookers . Pre-gelatinized 
Corn Flour is made for foundries as Core Binder since it acts as an 
adhesive to the sand at certain temperatures in the making of 
sand molds for steel companies. It is also used by Charcoal Briquette 
Manufacturers as Binder and as an ingredient in molding sand. Extra 
fine flour is used by manufacturers of dynamite and Anti-biotic 
Manufacturers. Fine Flour Food is  shipped to Cookie and Biscuit 
Manufacturers and Adhesive Manufacturers. Hominy feed is used by 
feed Mixers and Crude Corn Oil is used by the Edible Oil Refiners. l 
The old Kidders Mill was located where the Cereal Mill is now, 
but it burned to the ground in the early 1930's. Seeing that the 
small mill had been profitab l e ,  a group of men organized a company 
and in 1935 built the much larger, Illinois Cereal Mills ,  Incorporated. 
(Fig. 2-8 ) Other factors for locating in Paris included its 
nearness to the corn supply2 and good rail service with two lines of the 
New York Central and 6ne line of the Pennsylvania Railroad 
passing through the town and both with side tracks into the Cereal 
Mill. 3 
lThe explanations of terms used within the Cereal Mills were 
gained by interview with John Davis ,  head chemis t ,  on July 1 3 ,  1966. 
2corn is trucked in from a 50 mile radius around Paris 
while railroad cars bring in the majority of the corn from within a 
90 mile radius with a limit of 150 miles. 
3The two railroads merged in May, 1966. 
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Fig. 2-8-- The Ill inois Cereal Mills, Inc., where many 
by- products of corn are produced • 
• 
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The mill ships 98 per cent of i t s  products by rail. The products 
are shipped all over the United States ,  but mainly east because o f  
the favorable freight rate structure in the East. l There are 
approximately 900 cars shipped on the New York Central and 
almost 500 cars shipped on the Pennsylvania Railroad each month. 
At the present t ime the Cereal Mill is expanding by automation 
within the mills and by building a bui lding to purify water used in 
the plant. By reusing the water the water bill will be decreased and 
the waste picked up as the water washes the corn will be extracted , 
processed, and made into cattle feed. (Fig. 2- 9 )  The mill may have 
to add more silos to hold the grain and to meet the demands o f  the 
customers . With more silos for storage it  c an stop shipping corn 
in from Chicago , which i t  has to do now, and which is of poorer 
quality because o f  the high foreign matter content. The mill 
has already grown into the top "dry-corn" mill in  the United 
States. 
The Midwest Body Manufacturing Company came to Paris in 
1942 and manufactures truck bodies. The city located some cheap, 
swampy land south of Paris and appropriated money to help Midwest 
drain i t .  Today Midwest hires 300 employees, mostly men, because 
of the heavy materials used and lifting required. The main 
work done at Midwest is the making of the wooden parts of truck 
bodies. The wood comes mainly from the'southern and northwestern 
forests. Once the finished product i s  ready it is shipped out 
lThe material on the Illinois Cereal Mills was gained by 
interviews with Executive Vice-President, Frank Wiggens, on 
March 2 3 ,  1965, and July 21 , 1966. 
-24-
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Fig. 2-9--The new water purification plant being built 
at the I llinois Cereal Mills which will 
reprocess the water used for washing corn 
in the mill. 
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by common carrier to 49 of the 50 states, Hawaii excluded. Al though 
the company has no plans for expansion in the near future it  has become 
one of the largest in its field of production. l (Fig. 2 - 1 0 )  
The Bastian B lessing Company was established in Paris in 
June of 1964 for the purpose of making Industrial Food equipment,  
mainly soft ice cream mixing machines. The 200 workers are 
again, assemblers in a "daughter" plant while the "mother" 
plant is located in the city of Chicago, I l l inois. The plant 
moved to Paris to take advantage of l ow rent, cheap lab or, a 
good supply of semi-skil led male laborers and a central location 
within a day ' s  drive of the mother plant. A committee from the 
Chamber of Commerce of Paris worked continuously to get Bastian 
B lessing to settle in Paris and provided money for laying the 
sewer lines out of the plant. 2 
There is a heavier amount of sales in the early spring when 
many companies and stores put in new ice cream machines to take 
care of the sales of the upcoming hot weather experienced in most 
of the United States. The raw materials and finished products are 
shipped in or out by truck or airplane. The future l ooks bright 
for the plant and Paris because there is a planned expansion 
program of 50 percent a year for the next few years. This expansion 
wi l l  add to the 8 2 , 000 square feet of plant space now l ocated on 
the 26 acre lot.  (Fig. 2-11 ) 
1The material for the Midwest Body Manufacturing Company was 
gained by interview with the comptroller of the company, M.  T .  
Summers , on April 5 ,  1966. 
2The material on the Bastian B lessing Company was gained by 
interview with S. F .  Kiss,  the Consultant Industrial Relations 
Director, on February 1 3 ,  1966. 
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Fig. 2 -10 --The Midwest Body Manufacturing Company which 
makes truck bodies. 
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Fig. 2 -11--The Bastian Blessing Company which makes Indust­
rial Food E.qu1mpment such as soft ice cream 
mixing machines. 
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B .  Medium Sized City Bui lders 
Four companies fal l  into the medium sized city builder category 
and provide 365 jobs to the people of Paris. This is 14 per cent 
of the city builder job s .  Two of these companies, Goding Shoe 
Company and Windbreaker-Danvil le Company are parasite industries .. 
living off the large supply of availab le women laborers in Paris. 
The other two , Meco, Inc . and Lusterlite Inc. take advantage o f  
the cheap semi- skilled and skilled male laborers. All  four 
are specialty industries and since such types o f  industry usually 
don't build elaborate plants, they might move at any time if unions 
or labor become too strong in the plant o r  if company costs in the 
area were to become too high. 
The Meco, Inc. was formed in 1944 by L. M. Sprinb le,  a local 
man who bui l t  the plant which hired six employees making charcoal 
gri l l s .  Today the plant has 120 employees making GE j e t  engines, 
aircraft and missile components,  power engine units and power 
components.  Sixty per cent of Meco ' s  sales are through government 
contracts ·and the other 40 per cent goes to commercial plants. 
Most of these goods are shipped by truck. 1 The plant has been 
expanding to meet the demands of customers . (Fig. 2-12) 
The labor force, which is male except for the office he lp , 
are some of the best "tough job112 workers in the United States. 
lThe material presented on Meco, Inc. was gained by personal 
interview with the Plant Works Manager, Mr. Ed Bogue, on April 7 ,  1966. 
2Tough jobs consist of work which uses expensive, exotic 
materials such as precious stones and precious metals.  The jobs 
usually take many hours for the engineers to figure out and many 
more hours for the men to assemble the parts and weld or place 
them in the proper place without harming the expensive material .  
. 
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Fig. 2-12--The main building of the Meco, Inc., which 
makes jet engines, aircraft and m1ssel 
componets, power engine units, and power 
componets. 
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Other companies would not tackle these "tough j obs" using cost ly 
materials and requiring long hours to figure out and complete. 
Their employees receive too high a salary and the time involved 
is too great for the profit realized. Meco can realize a profit 
because of the low salaries paid which compensates for the 
difference in the easy, but quick, job or a "tough job" requiring 
time and skill. 
Mr. Bogue states that a company of this type would probably go 
out of business in a large city because it would lose all its skilled 
lab or to the automotive or other high paying industries. Paris has 
many semi-skilled and trained men in the 5 , 000 to 10, 000 dollar 
a year salary range. These men could not get a better paying j ob in 
this part of the state unless they drove many miles a day ; and they 
would then lose all the extra salary in gas , oil, and car expense, 
not counting the extra hours on the road. These men generally were 
born, raised, and trained in Paris and have no desire to leave , 
even for a higher paying j ob ,  and might be called "captive lab orers 
of the Qld hometown" . The men receive their training now through 
the DE classesl at the high school in which the students go to 
classes for a half day learning an industrial skill and the next 
half of the day working in one of the industries of the town. Some 
of the firms are paying teachers to teach night classes to them 
and employers to train the men to do skilled work. Many skilled 
workers have been prepared for the Paris industries in this way. 2 
lnE stands for Distributive Education classes which prepare 
the non- college bound students for vocational work. 
2When the Newport P lant in Clinton, Indiana closed many of 
the trained workers came to work at Meco which was just starting. 
Clinton is twenty miles from Paris. 
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Meco hires most of these skilled and semi-skil led laborers a t  a 
fairly l ow salary scale. 
Meco has a payro l l  of $470 , 000 which is  about 40 per cent of 
her expenses. I t  is a non-union, c l osed corporation. The plant 
is l ocated on five acres of land and has no immediate plans for 
expansion. It is one of the two main plants of its type in this 
area. 
The Windbreaker-Danvi l le Company was established in Paris in 
1960 ( Fig. 2-13)  and hires 85 workers making men's and b oy's 
jackets. The jackets are mainly the Arnold Palmer spring j acke t .  
They have the exclusive rights to them and sold over 75, 000 o f  the 
jackets last year. l 
The cloth is  usually brought i n  by truck from the textile mills 
of the southern piedmont area of the United States. The finished 
product is shipped out by truck or air freight to department stores 
a l l  over the United States .  The main shipping points for distri-
bution are: Los Ange les,  Cal ifornia; Danv i l l e ,  I l l inois; New York , 
New York; Kansas C i ty ,  Missouri; and Chicago, I l linoi s .  
Ninety per cent of the companies emp l oyees are women .  They 
are better than men at working as seamstresses. The work is piece 
work and some of the women who s tay with the j ob for years become 
skilled enough to make salaries of over $100 a week. The women 
are usually middle aged or older because the management has found 
that younger girls are often unreliable workers . They have a 
tendency to marry and quit or to move from j ob to j ob .  A few young 
men are hired for the heavy lifting, usually these boys are high 
school dropouts wi l l i ng to work at l ow wages. 
lThe material on the Windbreaker-Danv i l le Company was gained 
by personal interview with Mr. Steve B ibor , the plant manager, on 
April 7, 1966. 
Fig. 
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i . 
2-13--The Windbreaker-Danville Company which bought 
three old stores in downtown Paris, remodeled 
them after knocking out the inner walls and 
gained the inexpensive plant seen here • 
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Spring has been the big season for jackets , so the company is 
now making woo len winter coats to provide constant work for their 
employees. This was proposed by the head office in Danvi l l e ,  I l l inois. 
The Lusterlite Inc. was estab l i shed in 1960 as a subsidiary of 
Eagle Picture Company. It hires 80 workers to make steel (pre- fab ) 
frameworks for service stations. (Fig .  2-14)  It was estab l i shed 
in Paris to take advantage of cheap non-union labor, low· tax rate s ,  
and cheap real estate. Also , Paris bought the land for Lusterlite. 
Most of the raw materials are b rought in by truck and the 
pre- fab building is shipped out by contract hauling to the job 
sites a l l  over the United States. Nearly a l l  the workers are men, 
because of the heaviness of the materials invo lved which are 
bought from Inland and Armco Steel companies. 1 
There is  a s lack winter period in sales because l it t le con-
struction goes on in the winter in · large portions o f  the United 
States. This gives the company a chance to stockpile material .  
The plant is being ex,panded at the present time and should be 
hiring 30 more employees by the fal l  of 1966. 
The Goding Shoe Company was estab l ished in 1926 and has 80 
workers making western and service boots. This is  another of the 
parasitic industries estab l ished in Paris to take advantage of the 
cheap non-union women workers . The work force is 75 per cent women . 2 
(Fig. 2 - 1 5 )  
lThe material was gained o n  Lusterlite Inc . on February 2 ,  1966, 
by personal interview with Mr. Matt Biemich, the manager of the company. 
2The material on the Goding Shoe Company was gained by personal 
interview with Miss Margaret Greenlee , General Manager, on April 7 ,  1966. 
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Fig. 2 -14 --Above is the Luste rlite I nc. bui lding and storage 
area. The large pieces of steel in the fo re­
ground are parts of the pre-fab frame works of 
service stations. 
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Fig. 2-15--The Goding Shoe Company which once made oxfords, 
but now makes western and service boots. 
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The raw materials come mainly from tanneries in Milwaukee and 
New Jersey. The main sales area is the western part of the United 
States ,  as one would suspect. The two chief markets are the states 
of Texas and California. Most of the goods are shipped to the buyers 
by parcel post. 
Figure 2 - 1 6  gives a run-down on the top ten city builders. 
From it can be found the number of employees ,  methods of shipping, 
seasonal distribution of sale s ,  payro l l ,  type of owner ,  size of 
building and amount of land owned , if union or not, type of plant, 
and what makes it d ifferent from any other plant. 
C. Sma l l  City Builders 
There are six companies in Paris hiring between six and 
thirty workers. A l l  told, they provide 91 jobs or four per cent 
of the city builder jobs. Paris ' s  economic base is  increased by 
several hundred thousand dol lars a year because of these smal l  
companies. Below i s  a l i s t  o f  the companies , the number of 
employees ,  and the main products that they produce • 
Foley Lumber Company • •  
Butler Specialties • 
Paris Mfg. Co. • • • 
Litteral Lite Inc . •  
• 30 • • •  Kiln Dried Lumber 
• 25 • • •  Furniture manufacturing 
. 15 • • •  Vertical and Horizontal Dri l l s  
• 8 • • •  P lastic insulation 
• 7 • • •  Formed metal parts H. K. Piper Mfg. Co . 
Erdman Peiper Co. • • 6 • • •  Precision Machine parts 
The Chamber of Commerce of Paris has checked and found that 
33 per cent of the jobs in manufacturing are f i l led by people 
living outside the town of Paris. Several of these people shop in 
Paris and add to the economic base. Another group from Paris works 
in Danv i l l e ,  Terre Haute, or Marshal l  and bring money in to add to 
the economic base. Several types of employment take money from Pari s ,  
such as the school system. O f  the 1 1 4  teachers hired , over 40 per 
cent or 51 of these live outside the city limits. Of these 5 1 ,  
I 
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Name of Firm 
Bastian Blessing 
Zenith Radio Corporation 
U. o. Colson 
Goding Shoe 
I l l inois Cereal Mi l l s  
Luster lite 
Me co 
IMPORTANT DATA CONCERNING THE TEN MAJOR CITY BUILDERS 
Method Seasonal Type 
Number of of Distribution of 
Employees Shipping of Sales Payro l l  Owner 
Plane April to 
200 Truck September - - - - - - 8orporation 
850 Truck Summer �� million Corporation 
210 Truck Summer over Family 
Rail - mil lion 
road 
80 Truck Fall- - - - - - - Family 
Parcel Winter 
Post 
260 Rail- None - - - - - - Foundation 
road 
80 Truck Spring - - - - -- Corporation 
Summer 
120 Truck None $470, 000 �orporation 
Size of Type 
Land of 
Owned Union Plant 
26 acres Daughter 
82,000 sq. ft. No Parasitic 
30 acres No Daughter 
95,000 sq. ft. Parasitic 
Yes Home 
Grown 
No Parasitic 
10 acres Yes Home 
Grown 
26 acres No Daughter 
5 acres No Home 
Grown 
I 
..0 
r-­
C"') 
I 
Name of Firm 
Midwest 
Stewart Hog Ring 
Danville-Windbreaker 
Number of 
Employees 
300 
175 
85 
Method Seasonal 
of Distribution 
Shiooin2 of Sales 
Common None 
Carrier 
Common None 
Carrier 
owns 
Trucks 
Truck Spring 
Air Summer 
F.reight 
' 
I Type Size of Type I 
of Land of Payro ll  Owner Owned Union Plant 
... .. ... - .. Corporation 31 acres Yes Paras itic 
� million Family 50, 000 sq. ft. Yes Home 
Grown 
- - - - - - :orporation Yes Daughter 
Parasitic 
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22 of them live on Rural Routes and the other 29 come from the towns of 
Ashmore, Brocton, Oakland , Kansas, Scotland , Westfield , Hume , Chrisman, 
Vermi lion,  Martinsvil le ,  and Charleston, I l l inois. The others come 
from Dana and Terre Haute, Indiana. The greatest number come from 
Charleston, which has six commuters . Four o f  the six have wives or 
husbands who attend Eastern I l linois University or have a job 
connected with the col lege. 
CHAPTER III 
SUPPLEMENTS TO THE NON-BASIC ECONOMY OF PARIS, ILLINOIS 
Since the 16 basic manufacturing industries of Paris, I l l inois 
account for 75 per cent of the money brought into the city, the economy 
is considered stab l e .  The remaining 25 per cent of the economy is 
accounted for by services and retail trade with people who live outside 
the city limits of Paris. The services are o f  two types :  ( 1 )  Businesses 
with a portion of the services performed for people outside the Paris 
city limits. This group includes services such as the hospital 
and CIPS. ( 2 )  Those services provided for people visiting or 
passing through Paris. Motels and hotels are examp les of this group 
and are basic services as they bring money into Paris. Trade within 
Paris is three-fourths non-basic or carried on with people living 
within Paris. The other one-fourth is with people from outside 
communities or tourists traveling through Paris. This type of trade 
adds money to the Paris economy. The retail stores are classified 
as city f i l lers and the customers are the people of Paris. 
A. Services 
Some services are performed within Paris which brings little or 
no money into the town of Paris, but keeps the money circulating. 
These services are city f i l lers and include the Paris Clinic and 
entertainment services .  Some o f  the service businesses o f  Paris 
add to the ecomony and part of the business is of the city builder type . 
A l l  of these services are important to the economy of Paris. (Fig . 3- 1 )  
-3 9 -
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Fig. 3 - 1  
EMPLOYMENT BY 1YPES OF SERVICES 
Employer 
1 .  Division o f  Highways District Office 5 
2 .  Paris Hospital 
3 .  Paris C l inic 
4. Central I l l inois Pub lic Service (CIPS) 
S. General Telephone 
6 .  New York Central Railroad and the 
Pennsylvania Rai lroad 
7 .  
8 .  
Paris Beacon News 
County Seat 
Total employees in the above services 
Other employment is provided by:  
9. Lodging 
10.  Finance 
1 1 .  Entertainment 
12.  Other 
Number of 
Employees 
670 
137 
25 
27 
so 
87 
30 
1 1 1  
1 1 27 
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1 .  Division o f  Highways District Office S 
The Highway Department first opened an office in Paris in 1910 
when Route 1 was being buil t  from Chicago to southeastern I l linois. 
The office was set up in Paris as temporary headquarters while the 
construction was taking place. The 9hamber of Commerce of Paris 
offered to buy the land if the state would p l ace the Highway Office 
in Paris on a permanent basis. The state agreed and the office was 
permanently located in Paris, I l linois , in 1 9 1 2 . 1 
The H ighway Office gets most of its  raw materials from the 
Wabash Valley area. 2 The concrete is  made by Zimmerely o f  Paris. 
The stone and cement are bought from small towns along the Wabash 
River. The sand comes from Paris, but the gravel is trucked from 
C lark County and Charleston. The asphalt is bought from the Lawrence-
v i l le area. 
The Highway Office hires 670 full  time employees to take care of 
District S which takes in east central I l l inois and adds another 70  
employees ,  mostly farmers, in the summer to do mowing along the 
highways. The payro l l  i s  over four m i l l ion dollars and composes about 
14 per cent of the economic base of Paris. Over SO per cent of the 
workers are from Edgar County and over 30  per cent from Paris itself. 3 
lThe material on the history of the highway office was gained by per­
sonal interview with Mr. Hightower, Research and P l anning Bureau Chief 
on April 14,  1966. 
2construction materials information was gained by personal 
interview with Harold Monroney, District Engineer, April 14,  1966. 
3Employment material was gained by personal interview with 
Dale Edwards on April 14,  1966. 
2 .  The Paris Community Hospital 
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The hospital was built in Paris in 1 9 1 5  as a 25 bed, profit 
making organization and remained as such until 1964. It now has 75 
beds and is supervised by a 15 member board set up to manage it on 
a non-profit bas i s .  At the present time the hospital hires 120 
employees to take care of the 3 , 800 patients per year. These patients 
come from a 30 mile radius into the Paris Community Hospi tal . (Fig . 3 - 2 )  
The payrol l  of the hospital i s  now $365, 000 a year. l 
Expansion of hospital facil ities on the present site is out 
of the question for reasons of unavailable land, costs , and 
inconvenience. The hospita l ,  city, and Chamber of Commerce have 
gained over $ 1 , 000, 000 in donations to add with federal grants and 
plans to break ground in the spring of 1967 for a new, 120 bed 
hospital on the edge of town. Many donations were received from 
outside the city of Paris. The number of patients admitted from 
Paris is only 56 per cent of the tota l .  Another 3 0  per cent comes 
from Edgar County, four per cent from Clark County , and ten per cent 
from other counties. Forty-four per cent of the hospital services 
go to p�ple living outside Paris and the money they pay adds to the 
economic base of Paris. 
3. Paris C l inic 
The C l inic was built recently and hires 25 employees . The 
doctors have their offices located in the c l inic and work closely with 
the hospita l .  The c l inic adds very little to the economic base o f  Paris. 
1The material on the Paris Community Hospital and the Paris 
C l inic was gained by personal interview with the Assistant 
Administrator,  Larry Burrus , on June 2 ,  1966.  
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4. Central I l l inois Pub lic Service (CIPS) 
The CIPS company, which provides electricity to the Central 
part of I l l inois, p laced its district office in Paris in 1 9 1 0  
because of its favorab le location and number o f  potential subscribers. 
Since the work requires skilled labor and an equivalent of six years 
training to be a l ineman, the first skil led workers were brought 
to Paris from other areas . These l inemen train young workers from 
the Paris area to do these jobs and the skil led labor supply can now 
be furnished by Paris men trained on the job . 
CIPS hires 18 local workers and nine from the county. These 
workers take care of the area within a few miles radius of Paris. 
(Fig. 3-3 )  Four thousand-six hundred businesses and homes are 
serviced in Paris and another 4 , 680 homes and businesses in the rest 
of the county. 1 CIPS is  both a city builder and a city f i l ler.  
5.  General Telephone 
Paris is the District Off ice for the General Telephone Company 
and services Edgar County. 11Dial11 service was installed in Paris 
in 1 9 5 1 ,  but some of the smaller communities of the county retained 
11crank11 telephones until 1965.  The company hires 50 employees of 
which 42 come from the city of Paris .  The area has 75 to 80 per cent 
of the homes with phones and 25 per cent of these homes or businesses 
have extension phone s . 2 
lThe material on CIPS was gained by personal interview with Jack 
Ring, Superintendent, on June 1 6 ,  1966.  
2The material on General Telephone was gained by personal inter­
view with Mr. O .  H .  Cheney, the District Manager, on June 14,  1966. 
" 
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6 .  New York Central Railroad and the Pennsylvania Railroad 
The two main railroads of Paris are the New York Central ,  
with two . lines passing through Paris, and the Pennsylvania 
Railroad with one l i ne passing through Paris. (Fig. 3 - 4 )  Almost 
3 , 000 cars a day pass through Paris and 90 workers are hired in the 
Paris area to operate and maintain the stations, tracks , switch and 
storage yards,  and the I l l inois Cereal Mi l l s ,  from which 1 , 400 cars 
a month are loaded and shipped. 
The New York Central Railroad has 30 trains a day passing 
through or stopping in Paris. The trains are two passenger ,  one 
each way, two mai l ,  one each way, and 26 freight. Each freight 
wi l l  average 100 cars. The freight trains are of three types : 
( 1 )  the manifest or "hot shot" which carries high class and 
perishab le goods, ( 2 )  the extras, and ( 3 )  the locals. 
The goods brought in by rail to Paris inc lude corn, lumber,  
fertil izer and building material s .  The goods shipped out are 
finished products of which the products of the I l linois Cereal Mills  
represents 90 per cent of the total amount hauled from Paris. 
The New York Central has added four new types of cars recently 
which are now being used in Paris or wi l l  be in the near future . 1 
One of these is the Flexi - flow car which is  a covered hopper car 
used for dry bulk products.  It is used mainly for cement at the 
present time, but is getting l imited use with grain. In the near 
future the cars. wi l l  be used at the I l l inois Cereal Mi l l s  to speed 
up the loading process and e liminate bagging, which would save 
lThe material on the New York Central Railroad was gained 
by personal interview with Don Voyles,  Station Agent , April 5, 1966. 
THE PARIS RAILROAD SYSTEM 
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time and money. The cars wi l l  be pressurized and loaded from the top 
and emptied at the bottom. Another new car is the DF Car, which 
means damage free . I t  has movab le racks which can be moved up 
tightly against the goods no matter what the size. The old cars 
had stationary racks and the goods moved around and could be 
damaged easier. A third type of new car is the Flexi-van Trailor 
car which is comparable to the Piggy-backl idea used on most 
railroads. The difference between the two is that the Piggy-back 
trailors remain on whee l s  and special unloading areas have to be 
built and the car uncoupled to be unloaded at the end of the car. 
With the Flexi-van car the trucks and flat cars are made for each 
other. The truck pulls up to the flat car and rails are swung 
around from the bed o f  the flat car for the van, minus the wheels , 
to be loaded. The rai l s  can be operated by one man and the 
unloading can take place in any flat area. One disadvantage to this 
car is that other railroads, not using this process,  stop the move-
ment of the Flexi-van cars to other rail lines. The fourth type of 
new car is the air-cushioned car which is free from bumping and 
thus protects the goods. 
The Pennsylvania Railroad has three trains dai ly,  one local 
and two through. It hires two people with a payro l l  of  $ 1 6 , 800 
annually. Seventy- five per cent of all  the railroads haul is east 
where the demand for the cereal products is greater. The Pennsy lvania 
Rail road ships over 500 cars monthly with 95 per cent of  the 
cars carrying products from the I l l inois Cereal Mi l l s . 2 
lpiggy-back is the carrying of  trailor vans from tractor trailor 
trucks on the beds of flat cars on the railroad. The ·whee l s  remain on 
during this type of hauling. 
2The material on the Pennsylvania Railroad was gained by per­
sonal interview with Mr. D.  L. Gurley, the station master, on 
April 5 ,  1966. 
7 .  The Paris Beacon News 
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The Paris Beacon News is a daily newspaper with a circulation of 
7 , 300. Of this number, 5 , 900 are sold in Edgar County, 600 in Clark 
County , 160 in Coles County and another 70 in the fringes of Indiana. 
The paper is family owned and was established in 1848. It hires 
30 employees . 1 
8 .  County Seat of Edgar County 
Paris has been the county seat of Edgar County since 1823 . 
During this time , three different courthouses have stood on the 
pub lic  square. People come to Paris from all over the county to 
carry on official business at the court house . When people come, 
they add to the economic base of Paris by shopping in Paris while 
they are in town. The economy of Paris is  also supplemented in 
part by the annual payro l l  of over $300, 000 paid out to the 90 
ful l  time workers and the 21  summer workers each year. The county 
fair is also held at the County Seat and brings money into Paris. 2 
9 .  Lodging 
Paris has over 20 people employed as landlord s ,  cleaners, 
j anitors, and bellboys for the mote l s ,  hote l s ,  and tourist homes.  
The main lodging places in Paris are the Hotel France , Henson ' s  
Pinne l l  Mote l ,  Kerns'  Hote l ,  and the Paris Mote l .  People traveling 
through stay at these places and leave behind over $100, 000 a year 
which adds to the economic base of Paris. 
10 .  Finance 
Finances help bring money into Paris. Interest is made from 
money brought in by customers living out in the county. The banks , 
lThe material on the Paris Beacon News was gained by personal 
interview with Mrs. Ernestine Jennison on June 14, 1966. 
2The material on the Edgar County Court House was gained by 
personal interview with Ruth Wood, clerk in the Circuit Clerk' s 
:£ice on July 2 1 ,  1966. 
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loan companies and credi t  agencies handle most of the finances 
in Edgar County. Among the most important are the Edgar County 
Building and Loan Association, the First Savings and Loan Association, 
the Imperial Loan Company and Consumer Finance, Limerick Finance 
Corporation, O ' Hair Motor Finance Company, and the Imperial Credit 
Company. Most of the business is  done with the people of Pari s ,  
but a little is  city builder i n  nature . 
1 1 .  Entertainment 
Entertainment is  provided in Paris by the Lincoln Theater, 
The Ronnie Drive- In Theater, the amusement park with rides and 
minature gol f ,  Brunswick Corporation Bowling Lanes ,  Country Club ,  
McCrohlin Bowling, Parisian Lane s ,  billard hal l s ,  and the Sutton 
Roller Rink. Many people from outside Paris come into town to 
spend their money on these amusement s ,  but entertainments are 
basically the city f i l ler type of service. 
1 2 .  Other 
The economic base of Paris is also supplemented by companies 
that charge fees or by people who charge fees for their services. The 
fol lowing is a list of these companies or professions : 
1 .  Trucking companies--48 truck drivers and six office help. 
2. Six denists and six receptionists. 
3 .  Five optometrists and four receptionists. 
4. Three veterinarians and three receptionists. 
5. Fourteen at torneys and 14 secretaries. 
6 .  Three chiropractors and one receptionist. 
Total of the above group 1 1 3  employees .  
B .  Trade 
Meeting the demands o f  Paris, requires 896 local workers in 
wholesale and retail trade. Over 200 retail outlets in Paris 
include both nationally known and local neighborhood stores. 
- 5 1 -
Some o f  the population of  Paris spends money i n  Terre Haute , 
Danvi l l e ,  or other surrounding cities, but the people from outside 
Paris trade in the towns retail stores. The retail sales for Paris 
in 1965 were $20 , 091 , 405 or 1 0 0 . 5  per cent of the effective buying 
income o f  Paris. This means that more money was spent in Paris than 
was made by the people of  Paris, thus more people are coming to Paris 
to shop than are going to other cities from Paris. 
F�rmers , tourists , and regular customers from other communities 
consti tute the market area for retail stores other than the city o f  
Paris itse l f .  Many types o f  trade are represented . Examples are : 
general merchandise, eating, drinking, clothing, furnishings, food, 
gas stations, and building materials. Retail stores are mainly 
non-basic in nature. The average for all retail stores is three-fourths 
non-basic and one-fourth basic. 1 
The Paris economy is boosted by other types of  jobs other than 
by industry. Below is listed the types of  employment , and the 
number of  people from Paris employed in each group. 2 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing • 
Mining • • • 
Construction 
Transportation, Communication, Pub lic Utilities 
Wholesale and retail trade • •  
Finance , insurance , and real estate 
Business and repair services • . • • 
Personal Services • . • • • . • • • • 
Entertainment and Recreation Service • 
Professional and Related Services 
• . 99 
• • • 4 
• • • 269 
. . 319  
. 896 
• 143 
• •  1 10 
• • • 2 3 1  . 
28 
373 
Pub lic Administration . . . . . • . . 166 
lchamber of Commerce estimate. 
2 , • " The Comprehensive P lan" , Harland Bartholomew 
and Associates, St.  Louis, 1950. 
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City f i l lers do not ordinarily add plus dollars to the economy 
o f  a city. The local grocery or drug store just keeps the money 
circulating through the town. If  some of  this money is  put into 
savings or paid to dis tributors o f  produce from outside Paris, then 
the money circulation is  s lowed down. On the other hand , some 
retail stores trade with customers from outside the city o f  Paris. 
Tourist stop at gas stations along Routes 1 and 16  and leave 
money behind in Paris to build the economy. Papers are bought outside 
of Paris or a pair of shoes are bought by someone from out of town. 
People come to town for a movie or the fair and spend money. These 
are a few of  the ways that a city f i l ler can act as a city builder. 
City f i l lers cannot build a town, but a good city f i l ler does keep 
the money at home . 
CHAPTER IV 
FACTORS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PARI S, ILLINOI S  
I n  the study o f  the economy of Paris, I l l inois , questions arise 
concerning the historical development, why Paris located where it did, 
and what effect does the location have on the development and economy 
of Paris. Locational factors includes nearness to large cities, 
available mineral resources ,  available timber, amount of rich farm­
land and why it  is rich, location in reference to transportation 
med ia, and the general topography of the land. This chapter wi l l •  
be formed from material developed during the study of Paris or 
taken from general sources. The material wil l  be analyzed to find 
out if the economy of Paris would be adversely affected if the 
above locational factors were not available.  
Historical Development 
The original plot o f  Paris was surveyed and laid out by Amos 
Wi ll iams , Edgar County Surveyor, for Samuel Vance. Mr. Vance 
donated 26 acres of land for the county seat in 1823. The Commissioners 
gave this land the name of Paris, after the city of Paris, Kentucky, which 
Mr. Vance visited often. Many of the p ioneers had visited Paris, 
Kentucky, a center of many social functions at that time. 
When Paris, I l l inois, was named , that area was a wilderness and 
part of the prairies. The pub lic square was a brush thicket,  and 
the town was dis ignated by a board nailed to a tree , upon which was 
painted the name , "PARI S". 
- 53 -
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After much strife with other small communities of Edgar County 
over which one would be the county seat, Paris was chosen, because 
of Mr. Vance ' s  influence and donation. In September of 1823 , plans 
were made for the erection of a courthouse and j a i l .  The contract 
for the first courthouse was for $690. No churches had been erected 
in the Paris area and the courthouse acted a� a religious center. 
The second courthouse cost $4, 250 and was the gathering place 
of people coming to Paris to hear speeches by Abraham Lincoln. 
The present courthouse was built in the same location as the other 
two , in 1893, at a cost of $ 109 , 000. 
Locational Factors 
On June 1 ,  1869, Paris was organized as a city entitled to a 
mayor and other city officials. Paris ' s  relative location in 
respect to agricultural potential,  mineral resources , timber and 
topography has helped build a town of 1 0 , 000. Some of Paris ' s  
relative locational factors wi l l  be enumerated below. 
Nature set the stage by endowing the locality with an 
environment of high agricultural potential. Paris is located only a 
few miles north of the Shelbyville Moraine which was the terminal 
moraine for the Wisconsin Glacier. The glacier left much rich soil 
behind as it receeded northward. Also , Paris is located on 
the edge of the rich farm land in the Wabash River Valley and on 
land once covered by prairie grasses which left a good humus content 
to the land. With this rich soil availab l e ,  Edgar County now produces 
875, 000 bushels of whea t,  1 , 105 , 000 bushe ls  of oats , 2 , 276 , 000 bushels 
of soybeans and 5 , 31 0 , 000 bushe l s  of corn annually.  
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Paris is  also located near natural resources such as 23 , 000 
acres of timber land which provides 2 , 000, 000 board feet of lumber 
annual ly. Mineral resources include crude oil  within 45 miles, strip 
mined coal within 35 miles and sand and gravel near-by. 
Paris is located only 25 miles northwest of Terre Haute, Indiana. 
It is connected by both rail and highway to Chicago , I l l ino i s ,  
Ind ianapo lis , Indiana, and St. Loui s ,  Missouri. Chicago and S t .  Louis 
are 165 miles away , while Indianapo lis is only 90 miles distant. 
(Fig . 4- 1 )  The city is we ll- served by major transportation arteries, 
including U. S. Route 150, which intersects at Paris with State 
Routes 1 ,  1 6 ,  and 133.  Route U. S. 40 passes only 14 miles to the 
south and U. S.  Route 3 6  only 13 miles to the north. Three bus 
lines and three rail lines provide corrunon carrier services. 
Scheduled commercial air passenger services are available in Terre 
Haute and Danvi l le. Charter air service is  available locally. All 
these factors have helped in the growth of Paris as a farm and 
manufacturing community. 
The community of Paris itself is located on generally flat 
land except to the East-Northeast along Sugar Creek. The general 
evenness of the city ' s  site has encouraged the even and continuous 
distribution of population. The existence of Sugar Creek has 
made possible the lake development to the North for both water 
supply and recreation and has been accompanied by some residential 
expansion. 
While the state as a who le has continued to grow steadily,  
Edgar County has actually lost population each decade since 1910.  
The total loss over the who le period has exceeded by more than 1 , 000 
the gain in Paris itse l f .  Since the county population includes that 
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RELATIVE LOCATION OF PARIS WITH LARGE MIDWES TERN CI TIES 
Fig. 4-1 
Z�J; llAt'11r.,J:�· 
.-qo""" 
Source--Illinois Transportation Atlas 
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of Paris, this means that the number of persons in Edgar County , 
outside Paris, has decl ined from about 22 , 000 to less than 14, 000-­
over one- third during the 50 year period. This is an examp le of the 
consolidation of farms and the farmer moving to Paris and other 
cities . Paris also has a large number of retired farmers who move 
to the city. Those people over 6 5 ,  living in Paris, total 1 , 382 
or 1 4 . 6  per cent of the total population. The state of I l linois 
has 556, 100 or 8 . 3  per cent of its population over 65. These 
people bring money with them when they come and add materially to 
the economic base of Paris. 
Paris is predominately a single family community. Very few 
two-family or multiple dwe l l ings are present in the city. The 
biggest per cent of its land use is for single family residences .  
Other uses of the land i s  represented in (Fig. 4- 2 ) .  
The city of Paris has grown from a brush thicket in 1823 
to a smal l  city of 1 0 , 000 in 1966. The largest amount of increase 
in any ten year period since 1900 came between 1900 and 1 9 1 0  
when the population was increased b y  1 , 559.  (Fig. 4-3 ) There was 
another good sized increase in population between 1920 and 1930 
shown in (Fig. 4-4 ) .  The population seemingly leveled off from 
1930 until the present, but this was brought about by the non­
expansion of city limits as the people settled along the edge of 
Paris. No ten year period comes close to the predicted increase 
in population by the Chamber of Commerce for the period of 1960 
to 1970. Because of the amount of industry that has moved to Paris, 
plus the country to town migration, and the normal rise in popu­
lation, the Chamber of Commerce predicts an increase in population 
to 1 5 , 000. 
Land Use 
Single-family Residences 
Two-family Residences 
Multiple- family Residences 
Commerce 
Light industry 
Heavy industry 
Railroads 
Public- semi-pub lic 
Parks and Playgrounds 
Streets and Alleys 
Total Developed Area 
Vacant 
Total City Area 
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Fig. 4-2 
Land Use of Paris 
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The trend in Paris as e lsewhere is toward higher income. This 
is based on ris ing living standards and payro l l s  a l l  over the United 
States. The average family income is now $4, 933 and the largest per 
cent of families are in the $ 5 , 000 to $5, 900 income bracke t .  Only 
175 families make less than $ 1 , 000. (Fig. 4-5) 
(Fig. 4 - 5 )  FAMILY INCOMES OF PARIS 
Fami lies making under $ 1 , 000 - - - - - - - - - - - 175 
I I  I I  between $ 1 , 000- 1 , 900- - - - 284 
II II II 2 , 000-2, 900- - - - 248 
II II II  3 , 000- 3 , 900- -- -325 
I I  I I  I I  4, 000-4, 900- - - -387 
I I  I I  I I  5 , 000- 5 , 900- - - -392 
I I  I I  I I  6 , 000- 6 , 900- - - -270 
I I  I I  I I  7 , 000- 7 , 900- - - - 196 
I I  I I  I I  8 , 000- 8 , 900- - - - 142 
I I  I I  " 9 , 000- 9 , 900- - - - -95 
I I  I I  over 10, 000- - - - - - - - - - 272 
Median income- --$4, 933 
In the past the major amount of Paris industry has located 
beside or near the railroads passing through Paris. The commercial 
area is predominately around the city square or along Routes 1 and 
1 6 .  (Fig. 4 - 6 )  The residential area i s  fairly compact 
in nature , but wi l l  go in an East-West direction as the town expands. 
The lakes and pub lic l and to the North and the poor drainage to the 
South discourages sett lement o f  those areas. 
The numbers in Fig. 4-6 stand for the location of the fol lowing 
industrie s :  
1 .  Bastian-Blessing Company 
2 .  Central Electronics 
3 .  U. O. Colson Company 
4 .  I l l inois Cereal M i l l s  
5 .  Midwest Body Manufacturing Company 
6 .  Stewart Hog Ring 
7 .  Goding Shoe Company 
8 .  Lusterlite Incorporated 
9 .  Meco, Incorporated 
1 0 .  Windbreaker-Danvi l le Company 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis on the econo�ic base of Paris, I l l inois, was an 
attempt to discover the �f Eects o f  the 1uanufacturing, retail sales, 
and service organization activities on Paris and its economy , 
· employment , transportation facili ties and cities functio11s. 
The economy of Paris is  based upon those activities concerned with 
money transactions. From material collected, the future trends of 
Paris were analyzed.  
Basic manufacturing as defined in this paper includes industries 
which sell their finished products and services outside the immediate 
market area and thus obtain 11plus dol lars11 for a given city. Such a 
group of manufactureres which add to the economy may be called 
11city builders" . Some services and t"etail trade is  done almost 
comp letely within Paris which means that retail stores and service 
organizations bring in l ittle or no income for Paris and are 
classed as city fillers. Businesses which provide little or no 
11plus dollars11 to the economy of the city are referred to in this 
paper :i.s 1 1ci ty fi l lers11• It is  the 1 1ci ty fil lers11 who maintain the 
c-lrculation of money within the town o f  Paris and they are considered 
part o f  the non-basic eco�omy of Paris in this paper. 
Most o f  Paris ' s  basic manufacturing firms are located at a 
considerabl� distance from their markets ,  and all  of them eKcep� the 
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Ill inois Cereal M i l l s  are remote from raw materials as we l l .  Over the 
past 70 years, 16 city builder firms have been estab lished in Paris 
either by moving or originating there as a result o f  several locational 
factors. These factors inc lude low cos t ,  non-union labor, inexpensive 
land , low utility rate s ,  particularly water and sewage , available 
transportation, low taxes, and an agressive recruitment program by 
ci ty fathers. These 16 manufacturing firms are divided into groups 
according to types o f  �wners, number of  employees ,  and type o f  function. 
Only one company s t i l l  operating in Paris today, was established 
during the 19th century- - the U. O .  Colson Company. Only two factories 
are over 50 years o l d ,  the U. O. Colson and Stewart Hog Ring Companies. 
The other co�panies are relative new comers with three companies 
settling in Paris as recently as 1960. Yet , these three companies 
already account for 24 per cent of the labor force. 
Six city bui lders of Paris employ over 175 employees each which 
represents 1 , 995 emp loyees, 82 per cent of  the total employment in 
Paris industries. The medium sized industries, four in number, e�ploy 
between 75 and 175 employees and account for 365 of the total labor 
force in the basic industries of Paris. The 365 employees represent 
14 per cent of the total labor force . The six smal l  city builders employ 
less than 75 employees each. They represent four per cent of Pari s ' s  
basic industrial employment and all six companies together employ 
only 9 1  employees. In total, 16 manufacturing firms o f  Paris which 
se l l  outside the city limits employ 2,451 people which represents 65 
per cent of  Paris ' s  total labor force of  3 , 9 1 2 .  Thus , two- thirds or 
65 per cent of the total labor force is of the city builder type and 
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35 per cent or one-third is o.f the city f i l ler type, a favorab le ratio 
in comparison �o many cities which usually have .a more evenly balanced 
ratio of the city f il lers to city builders. 
The Chamber of Commerce estimates that one- third of 8 1 7  of the 
2 , 451 jobs in manufacturing are occupied by people who live outside 
the Paris city limits. Thu s ,  they contribute little to the economy of 
the city. However ,  a group from Paris works in Terre Haute, Marsha l l ,  
and Danvi lle and provide "plus dol lars" to the Paris econo:ny which 
compensates for part o f  the money lost to the Paris economy through 
the non-Paris labor force. 
The total labor force of Paris numbers 3 , 9 1 2  emp loyees . Of 
this number 1 , 300 or 33 per cent are women .  The other 6 7  per cent o r  
2 , 6 1 2  are, of course, men employees . This 1 to 2 ratio i s  comparab le 
to most towns of Paris ' s  population size in I l l inois according to 
the "Comprehensive P lan". 
All of the newer companies s t i l l  manufacture their original 
products and have diversified by manufacturing new products to insure 
stable employment and more profit and reduce seasonal employment. 
The older companies are ei ther manufacturing new products completely 
or have diversified by adding mor1� products such as Stewart Hog Ring 
has done by adding wire products other than hog rings in o rder to 
stabi 1 ize employment . 
Four of the ten largest industries are "daughter" plants 
whose "mother" plants are located in Chicago . "Daughter" plants do the 
unskilled or semi-skilled assemb l ing for the older, more eKperienced 
"home' or "mother'' plant in a large city. The mother plant performs 
the skil led labor, final assembly and inspection, and distributes 
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the finished product. Such plants will  remain in Paris as long as 
there is  low cost labor, which was the chief factor which attracted 
them to Paris in the first place. I f  labor becomes too ex:i)1-!nsi�1e , 
such coropan i.es would likely leave and move to some other non-unionized 
town. These plants are Bastian-B les s ing, Central Electronic s ,  
Lus terlite, Inc . ,  and Windb i:"eaker,..Danvi l le Company which together 
account for 32 per cent of the industrial labor force. Of the 1 , 215  
employees in  the daughter plants , 946 or 78 per cent are women. 
Parasite industries are factories which general ly exploit women 
laborers. The parasite plants depend upon the non-union labor o f  
wo:nen who are trying to increase the family income enough t o  provide 
the extra inco:ne to supplement the fami ly ' s  wages. The parasite 
industries include the Bastian-B lessing, Central Electronics , Goding 
Shoe Company and Windb reaker-Danvil le Company which together account 
for 32 per cent of the labor force. Of the 1 , 2 1 5  employees of the 
parasitic industries 1 , 013  or 83 per cent are women. If the unions 
b�came too strong or even became organized in some of these companies, 
the companies have indicated they wo�ld leave Paris, as evidenced 
by information gained in interviews. 
Five of the ten major city builders are what might be termed 
"home-grown" , that is  companies which were s tarted in Paris after a 
Paris resident saw a need for a product and began manufacturing it  in 
Paris. These are the U. O. Colson Company, Goding Shoe Company , 
I l linois Cereal M i l l s ,  Meco, Inc. , and the Stewart Hog Ring Company. 
The other five migrated to or were estab l ished in Paris to eKploit low 
cost labor, low taxes ,  low rent, inexpensive land, and lack of unions. 
Other inf luences were Paris ' s  cl::>seness to Chicago , only 165 mile s ,  
and the incentives offered by the Paris Chamber o f  Com10erce and the 
city fathers . 
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0f the ten largest companies , two d ifferen4 types of ownership 
are represented , corporation and fami ly.  The U. O .  Colson, Steward 
Hog Ring and Goding Shoe Company are fami ly owned and the other 
seven are corporations or bre.nches thereof. Meco is a closed corporation 
owned by two fami lies. 
The major industries of Paris can be classified into the gro�ps of 
"daughter" , "parasitic" , and "home-grown" industries. Some of the 
plants can be associated with more than one classification. The 
daughter plants are Bastian-B lessing, Zenith Radio Corporat ion, Lusterlite, 
and Windbreaker-Danvi l le Company. The parasite plants are Bastian-
B lessing, Zenith Radio Corporation, Goding Shoe, and Windbreaker-
Danvl lle Company. The home-grown industries include U .  O .  Colson, 
Go:::l ing Shoe , I l linois Cereal Mil l s ,  Meco, and Stewart Hog Ring. 
Transportation of raw materials and finished products are by : 
truck, plane, common carrier, railroad s ,  parcel post and air freight. 
The I l l inois Cereal M i l l s  is the largest user of the railroads. U. O .  
Colson manufacturer of advertising specialties i s  the o�her inajor 
company dependent on railroads for transportation. Bastian-Bless ing 
and Windbreaker-Danvi l le Company use some air freight and Goding Shoe 
Company uses parcel post since their products are light weight. 
Stewart Hog Ring and Midwest use common carrier to some extent, and the 
remainder is  shipped by truck. 
The town of Paris is currently having very little unemployment . 
In 1965, seven per cent, 281 people were unemp loyed. Unemp loyment has 
remained low because of new factories moving into Paris and the 
expansion of the older factories which keeps increasing the number of 
avai lable jobs to the ever increasing labor force. 
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Many "plus dollars" have been added from businesses other than 
manufacturing and industry. Retail trade and services, though� 
commonly non-basic in nature, also add to the economy o f  Paris. Over 
200 retail stores are located in Paris and they require 896 employees. 
The Cham�er of Commerce estimates that 25 per cent of a l l  that it  
sold in retail stores is  to  customers from outside Paris and thus 
one- fourth of all retail trade is  of the city builder type, and 
75 per cent of retail trade is  of the city f i l ler type� 
The services provided to Paris are of many types ranging from 
medical and professional to finances ,  entertainment ,  communication, 
transportation and trucking. Service activities perfor� some service 
to the peopl� o f  Paris. Some of these services are maintaining the 
road s ;  providing lodging, entertainment, or medical attention; or 
a trip by pub lic transportation. A few of the service organizations , 
the New York Central Railroad, lodging, and the Highway District Office 
5 are of the city builder type . The Paris Community Hospital is 
approximately half city builder and half city f i l ler in nature. 
Entertainment ,  finances , and the Paris C l inic are almost totally city 
fi l ler in nature. The transportation services include the Division 
of Highways District Office 5 ,  New York Central Railroad, Pennsylvania 
Railroad, and the Greyhound Bus Station. Trucking companies transport 
goods. Medical services are provided by the Paris Commu:1i.ty Hospita l ,  
the Paris C l inic, doctors, denis t s ,  optomitrists , chirop racto rs , and 
veteran.:i.rians. Communication services are provided by the Paris Beacon 
News and General Telephone. Other services inc lude CIPS, County 
Government ,  lodging, entertainment, and finances. Almost 1 , 550 
jobs are available to people working in service organizations and 
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classed as city but lde·r, city f i l ler or a comb ination of both 
city f i l ler and city builder. 
CONCLUSION 
From a l l  indications the economy of Paris is healthy and stable 
at the present time. All  the industries have expanded recently, are in 
the process of expanding, or plan to expand in the near future . When 
industry expands, the number of jobs increase and the number o f  services 
and retail stores increase correspondingly to meet the new customer 
demand·s . 
Yet, some of the industry of  Paris is  quite mob ile and could 
leave Paris if adverse conditions developed. A few of the older, 
fami ly owned companies wil l  probab ly stay, or only build b ranch -plants 
in other cities, but the paras iti� and daughter plants migrate where 
labor costs are low, the tax structure favorab l e ,  the util ities low 
and the incentives by the Chamber o f  Commerce or town fathers of 
free land or utilities are great. For these reasons parasitic and 
daughter plants tend to be mob ile and provide a somewhat shaky base 
for the economy of Paris . 
Without the many city builder industries which have located in 
Paris over the past 70 year s ,  the town would have remained essentially 
a farming cornmunity. Paris would have an estimated current population 
of approximately five or six thousand , only half its present size .  
Paris could never have gained the place in the manufacturing field 
which is now enjoyed without the good transportation facilities which 
serve the town. The I l l inois Cereal Mills  would have been of minor 
size without the railroads, and the Zenith Radio Corporation would not 
have located in Paris without a good highway between Paris and Chicago. 
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Meny of the plants are located on or near the railroads and use their 
facilities. The rai !roads are the Pennsylvania and the New York Central. 
The main highways are Routes 1 and 16.  
The relative location of  Paris has proved advantageous to its 
economic growth. Pari s ' s  location within o�e days drive o f  Chtcago, 
a distance of o�ly 165 miles,  attracted the plants of Zenith Radio 
Corporation and Bastian-B lessing. And yet ,  Paris is far enough away 
from Chicago to tap a supply of  low cost labor. Paris on on the edge 
o f  the Cash Grain Sub -region of the Corn 3elt,  and the I l l inois Cereal 
M i l l s  is favorab ly located in Paris as a result. Nearness to raw 
materials needed for road construction and maintenance has attracted 
the highway office to Paris to �aintain the roads of East-Central I l l inois . 
Many industries have been estab l ished in Paris to take advan�age 
o f  the larg,:; semi-skil led labor supply. The "parasite" industries 
thrive on non-union labor, of which Paris has an abundant supply. 
Several industries were estab l ished and will  exploit the favorab le tax 
structure, low real estate costs and low labor costs in Paris so 
long as these conditions are obtainab l e .  The economy of  Paris wo•Jld 
suffer sho�ld l abor beco�e organized,  over unionized, or too high in 
costs ; and, the town would lose the in'.J.ustries that are building Paris. 
These are distinct disadvantages which impart an element of instab i l i ty .  
The non-union labor i s  what attracted many industries to Paris in 
the first place. Unio�s in the plants would doub le the payro l l s  in most 
of the companies where $ 1 . 35 is considered a good hourly wage. These 
plants , such as Zenith Radio Corporation would find it  cheaper to se l l  
their Paris holdings and r1� l.ocate i n  some other town which does not 
have unions . The cos t o f  a new building wo�ld be less than the payro ll  
increase. 
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The future economy of Paris wi l l  depend on local factors such as 
aggress'iveness and leadership in improving the physical community and 
retention of  the present industries. Paris must continue to attract 
new i.:-idas tries and new sources of employment and expansion of the 
industries alr�ady located there to hold down unemployment and to grow. 
I f  Paris can ' t  provide jobs for the skil led and the young people 
j oining the labor force each year, they will  leave for other cities 
where employment i s  more attractive, but indications are that there 
is a distinct captive labor force avai lab l e .  
I n  spite of some disadvantages the city o f  Paris, I l linois ,  has 
a bright future. It has the space and potential for expansion. 
Skilled labor is being trained by the high school and the co1npan ies 
themsi�lvas. The ctty of Paris can we l l  remember, "City Builders 
build a city" . 
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Appendix A 
Below are the main questions asked in interviews with the major 
city builders of Paris. Other questions were asked in the course of 
the conversation many times and were incorporated into the paper. 
1 .  What products are produced b y  your company? 
2 .  From where are your raw materials received? 
3 .  What is the sales area of your products? 
4 .  How many emp loyees do you hire? 
5 .  How do you ship your raw materials in and your products out? 
6 .  When did your company estab lish i n  Paris? 
7 .  Why did your company establish in Paris? 
8 .  Wpat amount of raw materials do you buy in and around Paris? 
9.  What amount of goods do you se l l  in  and around Paris? 
1 0 .  Do you have a seasonal distribution of sales? 
1 1 .  Do you have any plans for future expansion and i f  so what? 
1 2 .  What is your payro l l ?  
1 3 .  Has your product changed since the business started? 
14.  Who owns your company? 
1 5 .  What is the size of your plant in floor space , buildings, and acres? 
16.  Do you have special projects for the employees?  
1 7 .  I s  your labor force unionized? 
18 .  What makes your company different from any other company in 
your field? 
